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ploration of realistic chemical
spaces using the connectivity and cyclic features of
ChEMBL and ZINC

Thomas Cauchy, *a Jules Leguyb and Benoit Da Mota *b

Discovering an efficient new molecule can have a huge impact on the chemical research field. For several

problems, the current knowledge is too scarce to train robust deep learning models. An exploratory

approach can be a solution. However, when we consider several types of atoms, a phenomenal amount of

combinations are possible even for small molecules. Many of these combinations contain very exotic

associations. In addition to connectivity feature filtering (based on ECFP4), we introduce and stress the

importance of a new filter based on cyclic features. In this article, we show that whitelists including all

connectivity and cyclic features of either ChEMBL or ChEMBL and ZINC allow for the definition of large

realistic chemical spaces. An enumeration dataset, Evo10, has been built with more than 600000

molecules having 10 or fewer heavy atoms (C, N, O, F, and S). Starting only from a methane molecule, we

were able to navigate through the chemical space of those realistic molecules and rediscover all molecules

passing these same filters from the reference datasets which are here ChEMBL, ZINC, QM9, PC9, GDB11,

and GDBChEMBL. Unlike previously published scores, SAscores and CLscores, which are based on similarity

averages on the most common chemical environments, the method proposed here excludes any molecule

with an ECFP and cyclic feature that is absent from the lists. The visualisation of the proposed top

solutions, that pass all the filters, for the optimisation of the QED or HOMO and LUMO energies, convinces

us of the relevance of this approach for the systematic de novo generation of realistic solutions.
In many chemistry domains, the discovery of new molecules is
oen the result of an intensication of an already known effective
compound through chemical reactions (addition, substitutions,
.) in order to improve its properties. The emergence of a truly
new molecule is a rarer phenomenon, but one that can pave the
way for further intensication and profound transformations of
this domain. This is precisely around this objective that an
intense research has been developed on the topic of de novo
generation of molecules possessing sought properties, especially
for drug and material discovery.1–8 Among the challenges of this
eld of research, we can mention the difficulty of correctly for-
malising the specications.9–12 Another crucial challenge is to
generate molecules that could be synthesised.8,10,13–17

In the case of organic molecular materials, the chemical
space denition will be different from the one for drug
discovery with different constraints on toxicity, organic solvent
solubility, and intermolecular interactions (H bonding, p

stacking, .). Furthermore, the number of already known effi-
cient scaffolds can be quite limited depending on the applica-
tion. As an example, Harris et al. discuss the handful of
MATRIX, F-49000 Angers, France. E-mail:

-49000 Angers, France. E-mail: benoit.

–747
molecular scaffolds used as molecular photoswitches such as
diarylethene, hydrazone, azo, and hemithioindigo.18 Indeed, in
many problems there is not enough data on which one could
train a deep learning model that could be sufficiently robust to
allow for good generalizability for a large chemical space
exploration.

One solution is to use molecular generators based on an
evolutionary algorithm.19–21 They are oen characterised by
a great freedom of construction and thus of exploration of the
chemical space, followed by an efficient intensication around
high scoring solutions. However, they are criticised for very
easily constructing molecules that seem to be silly while they
respect the valency rules. This limitation of evolutionary
generators is a long-lasting lock that is crucial to overcome for
their practical use for de novo generation of molecules.

However, assessing the synthesizability of a molecule on the
basis of a structural formula is a very difficult problem.
Distributors sell molecules that can be very complex, some
being extracted compounds from nature. In 2009, Peter Ertl
et al. proposed the synthetic accessibility score (SAscore) based
on the most common chemical fragments of 1 M compounds of
the PubChem penalised by the numbers of stereocenters, spiro
atoms, macrocycles, and large cycles in general.13 The SAscore
has a value between 1 (the most accessible) and 10 (the least
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 2 Some molecules used in organic electronic materials that pass
our filters with their respective SAscore, CLscore, and RAscore.
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View Article Online
accessible). In the original article, the bulk of the catalogue
molecules have a score lower than 4. But there is no obvious
threshold value since realistic natural products have SAscore
values between 5 and 8.13 In 2020, the ChEMBL-Likeness Score
(CLscore) has been proposed in order to select in the huge
GDB17, a small portion called GDBChEMBL, that could bemore
feasible based on an average occurrence of ChEMBL chemical
fragments.22 This time, the higher the CLscore, the more
common fragments in the ChEMBL the molecule contains on
average. Again, there is no obvious threshold value to establish
a classication between realistic or not. The authors have used
a cut-off value of 3.3.22 Also in 2020, the SYBA score was devel-
oped.23 This score is based on a Bayesian classier trained on
ZINC15 molecules and unrealistic de novo generated
compounds. Finally, recent work proposes to evaluate solutions
based on deep learning approaches (RAscore) whose domain of
validity is associated with the environments present in the
ChEMBL and GDBChEMBL.17 The purpose of the RAscore is to
classify what is synthesizable (a value close to 1) from what is
not (a value close to 0). Unfortunately, this score is not
explanatory. And allowing new chemical environments requires
new training of the deep learning method. The common idea
behind all these studies is that a molecule that is similar to
millions of known molecules is more realistic. The similarity is
assessed based on molecular fragments.

These scores are useful for generating molecules that are
visibly more pleasing to the eye of the chemist but are not
infallible.21 Two limits could be observed in this approach. On
the one hand, not all combinations of known chemical func-
tions are possible when these functions are dened in a short
range. And, on the other hand, a single exotic combination of
atoms is enough to make the molecule non-synthesizable. A
score based on an average may not penalise enough such
solutions. As an example, we could use ribavirin and its analog
as discussed by Gao and Coley.15 In both cases, the SAscore and
CLscore seem to indicate a realistic molecule, see Fig. 1.
However, the synthesis of the analog is expected to be much
harder. Indeed, one of its connectivity features does not exist in
either ChEMBL or ZINC. The RAscore is indeed lower for the
second molecule. But the RAscore can be 0.0 for a commercial
molecule because it contains an unknown ECFP6 in its training
set, see Fig. 2.

Thus, we provide here an approach based on whitelist
ltering that can be easily adapted to the specic chemistry of
certain applications and allow for some explainability. In this
paper, we propose to dene realistic chemical spaces of
Fig. 1 Ribavirin (left) and its analog (center) possess a good SAscore
and CLscore. But the analog does not exist and possesses a connec-
tivity feature (right) unknown in ChEMBL and ZINC.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
molecules that are constituted of only chemical environments,
up to 2 neighbours, of ChEMBL25 and ZINC20.24–26 Prohibiting
the creation of new chemical environments at any moment of
the optimisation means that the whole areas of chemical
combinations are forbidden. Nevertheless, we show that
limiting the generator to molecules with only known chemical
environments still allows for very large search spaces. We will
compare here a whitelist extracted from the whole ChEMBL25
and one including the ChEMBL25 and ZINC20. In addition, we
propose a renement method based on a lter on the cyclic
features present in those datasets. This new descriptor lls
a lack of information on this subject in the extended-
connectivity ngerprints (ECFP). The importance of the cyclic
features is demonstrated in the rst objective focused on the
optimisation of the QED. Since it is legitimate to ask whether it
is still possible to navigate between the different possible
molecules with an atom-centred evolutionary algorithm under
constraints, we will then present the results of rediscovery
objectives starting only from methane. The chemical diversity
generated using an enumeration objective will be assessed and
compared to reference datasets. The last objective is associated
with a goal-directed generation of molecular electronic
properties.

The connectivity feature ltering has been implemented in
our molecular generator called EvoMol.21 It is open source and
freely available. Furthermore, the lists of connectivity and cycle
features used to dene the realistic chemical spaces are also
available to be used in any other molecular generators. We
believe that it is not only evolutionary algorithms that can
benet from this ltering. In addition, a JSON le is provided. It
describes the generated dataset named Evo10 that includes 676
875 realistic molecules with up to ten heavy atoms (C, N, O, F, S)
with their SMILES and their connectivity lter scores. Similar
JSON les of the molecules in reference datasets are also
available to ensure the reproducibility of the results presented
in the article.
1 Methodology
1.1 Data

To dene the ECFP whitelists, we used two datasets. One
corresponds to the substances of ChEMBL25 as downloaded in
September 2019 with 1 817 766 unique molecules. It is a large
curated database of bioactive molecules. The second one is
based on ZINC. ZINC is larger than ChEMBL and is based on
Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747 | 737
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commercially available compounds and is not restricted to
bioactive molecules. It encompasses in proportion more inor-
ganic and organometallic compounds than ChEMBL. We have
used the already prepared version ZINC20-ML by Artem Cher-
kasov and Francesco Gentile with all the 1 006 651 037 ZINC20
molecules as of early March 2021. ZINC20-ML is available at
https://les.docking.org/zinc20-ML/.

In order to compare the various chemical spaces, several
other published datasets were also employed. We have built
a standardization procedure so that we may compare the
chemical spaces with the one produced by the EvoMol program,
see specications below. Aer converting the SMILES to the
RDKit molecular graph object, the stereochemical information
is removed. Then, only non-radical neutral compounds were
retained whose SMILES writing does not contain formal
charges. These last criteria remove only 63 498 molecules from
the ChEMBL dataset. With this procedure, tautomers should
have different SMILES/graphs and correspond to different
molecules. Because we needed the cyclic features that are
associated with the neutral compounds, the whitelists of cyclic
features were built on these subsets of ChEMBL and ZINC. The
nal lter will be the list of allowed chemical elements and the
heavy atom count (HAC, i.e. Z > 1) limit, depending on the
objective. The total number of molecules in these subsets is
detailed in Table 1.

The selected datasets are QM9 (ref. 27) and PC9 (ref. 28) as
dened in the OD9 publication.29 These two sets contain
molecules ranging from HAC 1 up to 9 that can be either
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, or uorine. QM9 is a subset of
molecules of the GDB enumerations.30 QM9 was built from
a constrained combinatorial approach while PC9 is a subset
taken from the PubChemQC dataset with the same number of
heavy atom limits and chemical element constraints.28,31 Once
ltered the union of these two sets contains 190 300 different
molecules. Two other combinatorial reference datasets,
GDBChEMBL and GDB11, have been also ltered in the same
way. The GDB datasets can be downloaded at https://
gdb.unibe.ch/downloads/. The total number of molecules in
these ltered subsets is detailed in Table 1.
Table 1 Number of unique neutral SMILES composed of C, N, O, and F
information, and duplicates) of the reference datasets and the EvoMol en
Heavy Atom Count. Filter 1 corresponds to the connectivity features of C
indicates the cyclic feature filtering based on ChEMBL

Dataset Atoms HAC limit Total Pass

QM9 W PC9 CNOF 9 190 300 27 83
ChEMBL CNOF 76 804 366 804 3
ChEMBL CNOFS 76 1 191 453 1 191
GDBChEMBL CNOF 17 3 385 555 325 6
GDBChEMBL CNOFS 17 3 786 315 355 6
GDB11 CNOF 11 26 413 375 605 0
ZINC CNOF 78 199 278 637 128 2
ZINC CNOFS 78 288 467 281 186 1
Evo10 CNOF 10 491 145 263 6
Evo10 CNOFS 10 676 897 348 4

738 | Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747
1.2 Whitelist denitions

The denition of whitelist ltering based on connectivity has
been inspired by the silly walks program of Patrick Walters.32

The idea is to be able to highlight the chemical environments
that are unknown in a reference dataset. To list the connectivity
features for each molecular graph, we have used the GetMor-
ganFingerprint function of the RDKit program.33 Considering
a medium size radius, i.e. up to 2 bonds for the extended-
connectivity ngerprints ECFP4 one could expect that if such
chemical environments have never been described, it could be
associated with a synthetic challenge.34 The ECFP4 of each
molecular graph is composed of all the connectivity features
centred on each atom up to 2 bonds. All the connectivity
features found in the reference datasets form the allowed
whitelist. Patrick Walter used a selection of drugs of the
ChEMBL as a reference. Such restrictions can be useful to drug
likeness. However, for organic molecular materials such
restrictions could be too harsh. So, we propose two different
lters. Filter 1 is based on the full ChEMBL25 compounds as
a reference dataset. This corresponds to 556 187 unique
connectivity features. Filter 2 is based on both ChEMBL25 and
ZINC20. ZINC20 encompasses approximately 800k unique
features, and the union of both encompasses 1 156 416 unique
connectivity features of many atom types.

To illustrate such lters, we have tested several molecules
studied in the MOLTECH-Anjou laboratory in molecular mate-
rials for electronics and photonics. The azobenzene, thioindigo,
tetracyanoquinone, and perylene molecules are composed of
only connectivity features present in ChEMBL and thus pass
both lters, see Fig. 2. However, the most iconic electron donor
molecule, the tetrathiafulvalene presents two connectivity
features that do not exist in ChEMBL25, see Fig. 3. Since this
molecule exists in the ZINC20 dataset, it passes lter 2.

It is worth pointing out here how the ECFP works. An ECFP2
takes into account the central atom, its bonds, and the type of
bonds of its rst neighbours. Potentially in the case of a carbon
bonded to four atoms which are themselves bonded to three
other atoms, the largest connectivity feature in an ECFP2 would
be dened by 17 atoms as in 2,2-dimethylpropane. With the
atoms (after removing the radicals, zwitterions, ions, stereochemistry
umeration objectives under constraints up to 10 HAC. HAC stands for
hEMBL and filter 2 corresponds to those of ChEMBL and ZINC. GCF1

ing lter 1
Passing lter
1 W GCF1 Passing lter 2

Passing lter
2 W GCF2

1 27 082 42 791 41 845
66 804 366 804 366 804 366
453 1 191 453 1 191 453 1 191 453
70 298 126 541 409 506 247
84 326 053 597 840 561 113
80 582 982 1 002 268 970 519
84 725 — 199 278 637 199 278 637
06 225 — 288 467 281 288 467 281
30 234 942 491 145 439 701
84 315 335 676 897 614 980

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 3 The tetrathiafulvalene molecule used in organic electronic
materials does not pass filter 1. To the right, the missing ECFP in
ChEMBL.
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ECFP4 ltering, we take also into account the chemical nature
of the second neighbours and their bonds. Theoretically, it can
include implicitly up to 53 atoms. In the whitelists, the ECFP4
max radius has been considered to ensure a short and medium
range ltering. However, as it will appear soon in the results, the
connectivity features keep the information of atoms being in
a cycle but not its size. The evolutionary algorithm can therefore
propose highly constrained unsaturated cycles while respecting
this ltering. The use of ECPF6 might have limited the use of
a whitelist based on cyclic properties, but ECFP6 includes
explicitly the atoms up to three of the central atom. This
descriptor is therefore very specic. For small molecules,
ltering by ECFP6 is almost equivalent to having a list of
allowed SMILES.

In order to further rene our realistic chemical space,
a second ltering based on generic cyclic features (denoted
GCF) is proposed. The process is illustrated on the ribavirin
molecule in Fig. 4. Using the NetworkX python library,35 the
vertices (bonds) that do not belong to a cycle are deleted
(Fig. 4a). RDKit is then used to compute the Murcko scaffold on
each remaining subgraph that includes a cycle (Fig. 4b). At this
point, the cyclic feature contains information on the bond and
atom types. In order to work with more generic cyclic features,
all atoms with a coordination number of 4 or less are converted
to carbon atoms. Since hypervalent carbon produces RDKit
errors, hypervalent atoms are le unchanged. Contrary to the
connectivity features that include all atom types and are based
on the whole datasets, the GCF lists have been built on the
CNOFS chemical subspace of ChEMBL (GCF1) or ChEMBL and
ZINC (GCF2). Therefore, the only hypervalent case corresponds
to sulphur with a coordination of 5 or 6. To avoid unstable fused
small cycles with double and triple bonds, we have decided to
keep the bond type information (Fig. 4c). During this procedure,
SMILES writing cleaning steps are performed to produce clean
Fig. 4 Generation of the generic cyclic features (GCF) of ribavirin. (a)
Acyclic bonds are deleted. (b) Murcko scaffolds of remaining
subgraphs. (c) Generic cyclic features.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cycles. The GCF generation program and lists are available on
GitHub at the following address https://github.com/
BenoitDamota/gcf.

There are 11 013 generic cyclic features in the ChEMBL
subset that is formed by only H, C, N, O, F, and S atoms. Only
eleven of those represent more than 1% of the total number of
cycles, see Fig. 5. In fact, the distribution is very uneven with the
6-membered aromatic ring accounting for more than 44% of
the ring features, followed by the 5-membered rings (10%) that
are probably heteroaromatic. The top trio is completed by a 6-
membered ring without unsaturation (10%). Although our
method of generation is somewhat different we nd similar
results to a previous analysis of CAS scaffolds.36 We can also
note that the azobenzene, thioindigo, and tetrathaifulvalene of
Fig. 2 and 3 are composed of common GCF in ChEMBL. If we
consider the ChEMBL and ZINC subsets that are formed by only
H, C, N, O, F, and S atoms, the total number of generic cyclic
features is 15 431.

Preliminary tests comparing connectivity features used as
lters or in the objective function showed that including even
a small proportion of novel chemical environments greatly
increased the chemical search space. Moreover, it only takes
one unstable chemical environment to drastically change the
synthetic accessibility of the entire molecule. Therefore, in this
article, the proportion of known connectivity features in the
generated molecules is set as a strict conservative lter and
equal to 100%. That means that aer mutation of the molecular
graph, any solution including at least one unknown connec-
tivity feature is discarded before evaluation. So this ltering acts
as a chemical space limiter. The cost of calculating the scores of
these whitelists was estimated on a simple laptop computer
with a sample of 100 000 randomly selected molecules. The
evaluation of the ECFP features is around 0.33 ms per molecule.
The evaluation of the cyclic features is higher, around 3.3 ms
per molecule due to the operations on the graph.
1.3 Molecule generation

The use of whitelists based on connectivity and cycle properties
is not limited to a single method of molecule generation. The
available chemical space is however dependent on this method.
We used here EvoMol, an evolutionary algorithm based on
RDKit graph objects.21 EvoMol is available at https://
github.com/jules-leguy/EvoMol. In EvoMol, hydrogen atoms
are treated implicitly and the bond orders are integers. The
valence of the atoms is used as a reference to place the
Fig. 5 Most common (over 1%) generic cyclic features (GCF) in the
ChEMBL dataset. Heteroatoms have been converted to C. Legend:
percentage of occurrence of the cyclic features over all cyclic features.

Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747 | 739
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Fig. 6 Bests of 20 QED optimisations without any filtering. Legend:
QED [CLScore, SAScore, and GCFscore].
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hydrogen atoms. The generator does not generate radicals and
charged atoms. Ions and zwitterions have therefore been le
out of the datasets during the chemical space comparison
part. In this representation, the nitro function is considered
as a zwitterion. Moreover, EvoMol does not take into account
stereochemistry.

The actions on the molecular graphs in EvoMol are mainly
atom-centred. The list includes append atom, remove atom,
change bond, substitute atom type, insert carbon, cut atom, and
move group. EvoMol is very exible and has shown very good
performances in optimisation and in chemical diversity gener-
ation.21,29 This exibility of actions can bring the generator to
places of the chemical space that seem to be unrealistic or at
least not desired according to the problem denition.

In this article, for all objectives we have set the initial pop-
ulation to only a methane molecule in order to start without any
prior knowledge and test the chemical space exploration ability
under constraints. The action space of EvoMol is also set with
a limit on the heavy atoms count (Z > 1) and with the list of
allowed chemical elements. For the rst objective of the QED
optimisation, the search space is set to contain molecules with
up to 38 heavy atoms among C, N, O, F, P, S, Cl, and Br. The
population size is set to 1000 and the optimisation is run for
1000 steps. At each optimisation step, 10 individuals are
replaced. One mutation consists in applying up to two opera-
tions on the molecular graph. For the rediscovery objective of
the reference datasets, the limit on the HAC has been set to 9
(for QM9 W PC9) and then 10 heavy atoms for the other refer-
ence datasets. H, C, N, O, F, and S atoms form the chemical
elements list of our chemical space search. At each optimisation
step, 10 random individuals are replaced.
1.4 DFT computational details

For the evaluation of molecular electronic properties, it is
important to note here that EvoMol operates on molecular
graphs but the interface with the ab initio calculation is done
using a SMILES representation. From the SMILES, the three-
dimensional coordinates are generated by Openbabel (version
3.1) and then optimised by RDkit (version 2021.09.4) with the
MMFF94 force eld.37–39 For each molecule, the initial MMFF94
geometry is optimised by deactivating the symmetry. Then
a density functional theory (DFT) method was chosen for the
evaluation of the electronic properties. All DFT calculations
were performed with the Gaussian09 soware.40 The hybrid
functional B3LYP was chosen.41 In order to limit the computa-
tional cost, the 3-21G* Pople-type basis set was used.
2 Results
2.1 QED optimisation: the importance of cyclic features

As a rst qualitative experiment, we propose to assess visually
the impact of the connectivity feature ltering on the optimi-
sation of the QED with EvoMol. This multiobjective rewards the
presence of some hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, some
aromatic cycles, and a medium log P. The best solutions ob-
tained without any ltering are reported in Fig. 6. The RDkit
740 | Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747
detection of an aromatic ring according to Hückel's rule was
exploited by EvoMol to form small heteroatomic fused cycles,
where the non-bonding doublets are considered conjugated. In
addition, those cycles allow for a better score with hydrogen
bond donors and acceptors on the same ring at the same time.

When using lter 1 (the connectivity features of ChEMBL)
during optimisation, EvoMol still manages to get top scores, see
Fig. 7. Visually the obtained solutions are overall much more
pleasant. The combinations of hetero-elements seem more
reasonable. However, we observe that there is some assembly of
cycles of very different sizes that seem peculiar. This is due to
the fact that the ECFP does not encode the cycle size informa-
tion. For example, in the rst row, there is a molecule with a 5-
membered ring fused with a 3-membered ring which includes
a double bond. This combination is highly constrained and
probably not very stable. In order to ll this gap in the
connectivity features, we propose to add a second ltering, for
the moment a posteriori, based on the cyclic features present in
ChEMBL for GCF1. That means that a generic cyclic feature
score (GCFscore) will be 1 only if all contained GCF exist in
ChEMBL. Keep in mind that this whitelist of cyclic features was
set to contain information concerning double and triple bonds
since there are saturated fused rings of many kinds. On the 20
experiments, only 9 pass the cyclic feature ltering with a score
of 1, highlighted in red. We can observe three different mole-
cules with a top score of 0.948. Interestingly, a derivative of
commercially available scaffolds has been found twice, the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 7 Best of 20 QED optimisations with ChEMBL connectivity
feature filtering (filter 1). Legend: QED [CLScore, SAScore, and
GCFscore].
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thieno[3,2-d]pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione, PubChem CID
number 7059273. This result suggests the relevance of this
approach.

In the 9 solutions that pass the lter of cyclic features, we can
also notice the presence of heterocycles of sizes 8, 11, and 14.
Indeed, we nd in the ChEMBL database heterocyclic deriva-
tives of large sizes such as oxacyclooctane (PubChem CID
12677196, CHEMBL148748) and oxacycloundecane (PubChem
CID 20080726). The compound 1-oxa-4-azacyclooctane-3,8-
dione is commercial (PubChem CID 55299436). The advan-
tage of the ltering method presented here is that it is possible
to trace the connectivity or cycle properties of the proposed
solutions and then nd these properties in the reference data-
sets. Therefore we can consider these solutions as realistic.
However, this chemistry appears to be quite specic. Depending
on the chemistry developed by a given laboratory, it is quite easy
to adapt the cyclic property whitelist by eliminating specic
cycle sizes.
2.2 Chemical space exploration under constraints

The connectivity feature ltering can be a promising approach
to dene a realistic chemical space if the exploration is not too
much hampered. Considering the quite complex solutions ob-
tained in the QED optimisations, one can expect an atom-
centred evolutionary algorithm like EvoMol to always be able
to jump from a whitelisted connectivity feature up to another if
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
enough actions are allowed. Therefore, we have tested the
exploration capacity of the generator under the constraint of
connectivity feature ltering.

We start with the objective of rediscovering a set of mole-
cules. The objective set corresponds to the union of QM9 (ref.
27) and PC9 (ref. 28 and 31) as dened in the OD9 publication.29

These two sets contain molecules ranging from HAC 1 up to 9
that can be either carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, or uorine. QM9 is
a subset of molecules of the GDB enumerations.30 QM9 was
built from a constrained combinatorial approach while PC9 is
a subset taken from PubChem data with the same number of
heavy atom limits and chemical element constraints. Once the
radicals, the stereochemical information, and the duplicates are
removed, the union of these two sets contains 190 300 different
molecules. Depending on the lter used, it can be seen from
Table 1 that the number of molecules that contain only known
connectivity features in ChEMBL25 (column passing lter 1) or
even the ChEMBL25 and ZINC20 (column passing lter 2) is
a minority of this set of molecules. The impact of adding the
ZINC connectivity features is evident. For other combinatorial
reference datasets like GDBChEMBL and GDB11, the ltering is
also quite drastic removing at least 84% of the molecules while
accepting all the ChEMBL25 and ZINC20 connectivity features.
Using lter 1 instead of lter 2 results in the loss of almost half
of the molecules that were le. Applying lter 1 (ChEMBL) to
ZINC has a noticeable but comparatively smaller effect. 64% of
ZINC correspond to molecules that only possess connectivity
features present in ChEMBL. That leaves more than 100 000 000
unique neutral molecules with just only four types of heavy
atoms.

It is important to make it clear here that we are not claiming
that all molecules that do not pass the lters are unrealistic. We
have opted for a conservative approach, excluding any unknown
environment in order to see the impact of severe ltering on the
search space. Similarly, we do not claim that all the molecules
that pass the lters are synthesisable. But as they only present
known chemical environments up to two bonds, they can be
considered realistic, especially aer the second lter of the
cyclic features.

Starting from only a methane molecule, the generator
randomly mutates the molecules of its population and if the
solution belongs to the QM9 W PC9 dataset, the score for this
solution is 1 and if not, it is 0. It is thus a pure enumeration
study based on random actions on randomly chosen individ-
uals. The important thing here is to check whether the limita-
tion to certain connectivity features as dened in the ECFP2 and
ECFP4 still allows navigation in chemical space. For each heavy
atom limit and each lter, ten experiments were performed. We
also tested the impact of the number of actions on the molec-
ular graphs for each mutation. As an example, for a depth of
four actions, the generator can chain up to four operations such
as adding or removing an atom (see the Methodology section)
before ltering. We report the results of this experiment in the
rest of this paragraph. For molecules up to HAC 4 in size and
both lters, the generator is able to systematically nd all the
molecules by performing only one action each time. At HAC 5,
the limit must be increased to two actions, and then to 3 actions
Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747 | 741
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Fig. 8 Cumulative plots in the log scale of the number of SMILES by
the HAC limit in the filtered reference datasets and enumerated by
EvoMol. f1 and f2 correspond to the number of SMILES passing the
connectivity filters 1 and 2.

Table 2 SMILES of the filtered reference datasets that were not found
during the EvoMol enumeration with 2 actions. The last column is the
number of neighbours at 3 actions that belong to Evo10

SMILE Dataset Neighbours

CC1]NOC(C)(O)C1]NO ChEMBL 103
O]NN(O)S(]O)(]O)O ChEMBL 20
CN1ON(C)ON(C)O1 QM9 W PC9, ZINC 4
c1coc2occoc]2o1 ZINC 65
CSC1N]NC(SC)N]N1 ZINC 10
S]c1[nH]ssc2nnc1]2 ZINC 8
N1]NC(]C2N]NN]N2)N]N1 ZINC 1
N1]S]NC2]C1N]S]N2 ZINC 0
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at up to HAC 9. Allowing for more actions is therefore manda-
tory for a few cases, but it increases also the overall enumeration
cost. During this task, we found that all actions dened in
EvoMol have been used. On average across all these experi-
ments, the most important actions are the two building actions
append atom (34%) and insert carbon (30%), followed by
change bond (25%), substitute atom type (23%) andmove group
(14%). Finally, the two destructive actions are for this task the
least used with remove atom (9%) and cut atom (6%).

In view of the generation exibility of EvoMol, we took the
opportunity to also test the impact of adding a new chemical
element, sulphur, onto the search space. In Table 1, the
numbers of unique molecules in the reference datasets and in
the enumerations are reported depending on the heavy atoms
allowed and the lter. Even considering lter 2 which presents
more connectivity features, the expansion induced by the
addition of the sulphur atom is not overwhelming. If we look at
the numbers in ChEMBL and ZINC, we can expect that adding
sulphur represents a size increase of around 45% of the
chemical space. If this increase seems important, it can be put
in perspective with the huge combinatorial that exists without
lters. An enumeration by EvoMol without constraints other
than the valence rules managed to generate 5433 different
SMILES with C, N, O, and F having HAC 5 or less. Adding
sulphur allows us to generate 139 689 SMILES with the same
size limit. So, lters on connectivity features have a clear and
major impact on the denition of the search space and strongly
limit exotic combinations.

Rather condent in our ability to enumerate a realistic
chemical space of reasonable size, we transformed the objective
of random generation into a systematic enumeration of all
neighbouring solutions of an initial dataset. With a limit of
HAC of 10 and a maximum of 2 actions on the molecular graph,
it takes a few days of computation to go over the 600 thousand
or so molecules already generated. However, increasing the
number of actions to 3 multiplies the combinatorial by several
orders of magnitude and makes this approach unreasonable
even for datasets of small molecules. All the molecules gener-
ated under constraints (either from lter 1 or lter 2) with the
two lists of atoms considered, CNOF and CNOFS, were gathered
in a single set called Evo10. We propose here to take advantage
of this rather large enumeration of realistic chemical spaces
associated with the connectivity properties of ChEMBL and
ZINC and to compare it to the same size molecules of reference
datasets listed in Table 1.

The cumulative evolution of the number of SMILES as
a function of the HAC is plotted in Fig. 8 for the CNOF search
space. Similar tendencies are observed for the CNOFS search
space. We have also added the enumeration tests without lters
(denoted as Evo10 no lter) and it can be seen that thanks to the
lters the chemical space is several orders of magnitude
smaller. The Evo10 dataset is larger than the ltered GDB11
which has the most molecules passing the lters. It can also be
seen that QM9 W PC9 contains only a small part of what is
possible with realistic lters. Despite the impressive size of
ZINC, it contains only a very small part of the chemical space
dened by these connectivity features. A logarithmic regression
742 | Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747
based on Evo10 (lter 2W GCF2) allows us to estimate a size of 5
× 109 molecules with CNOFS and a HAC limit of 17 and several
1022 molecules with CNOFS and a HAC limit of 40 still excluding
radicals, stereoisomers, ions, and zwitterions.

With the connectivity lters, wemanaged to enumerate more
compounds respecting the chemistry of either ChEMBL or
ChEMBL plus ZINC. Yet, one could ask if we managed to
rediscover every molecule up to HAC 10 present in these refer-
ence datasets. In Table 2, the few SMILES that were not found
have been reported. Considering the molecules of the reference
datasets that pass lter 2 in the CNOFS search space, EvoMol
managed to recover all molecules of GDBChEMBL and GDB11.
Only 8 molecules have not been found with two actions muta-
tions. Two belong to ChEMBL and 6 to ZINC. The reported
SMILES present a large number of heteroelements and corre-
spond probably to connectivity features that are quite isolated.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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If we enumerate the neighbours at three actions of the missing
SMILES, we nd that only one of them cannot be mutated to
another Evo10 molecule with 3 actions. This peculiar bicycle is
commercially available on demand. In the end, it is the only
molecule of the ltered reference datasets that we would not
nd with a mutation depth set at 3 actions. Searching for its
neighbours at 4 actions on the molecular graph leads to 17
neighbours present in Evo10. However, just this search took
several hours. It is fair to say that there are probably only very
few chemical compounds isolated at more than 3 actions away
from the rest of the ltered chemical space. Furthermore, for
specic problems, it might be relevant to select an initial pop-
ulation that is tted for the task.

Having demonstrated that lters reduce the search space but
do not visibly create unreachable compounds, it would be
interesting to study the chemical diversity associated with these
lters. We have already shown in the past that the chemistry of
QM9 and PC9 is somewhat different and that some chemical
functions are missing in QM9.28 This is a problem for the
generalizability of machine learning methods using QM9 as
a training set. However, QM9, GDB11, and GDBChEMBL by
their combinatorial construction present a more important
diversity in specic associations like the combinations of
alkenes with other functions. We can compare the chemical
environments that exist in datasets with those that pass the
lters. We can consider here that the number of connectivity
features as dened in the ECFP2 is a measure of the small range
of chemical environment diversity. The ECFP2 takes into
account the central atom and its rst neighbours and their
bond types. We have chosen the ECFP2 since the ECFP4 can
include up to 53 atoms and can be very specic. In Table 3, the
number of connectivity features before and aer ltering is
reported. There are initially between 7 and 10 thousand
different connectivity features as dened in the ECFP2. Most of
them in QM9 W PC9, GDBChEMBL, and GBD11 do not belong
to ChEMBL and or ZINC. Thanks to the EvoMol enumeration,
we can also see in Table 3 that small sizes datasets cannot
reproduce the full range of possible coordinations even at the
Table 3 Number of small radius connectivity features as detected in
the ECFP2 (after removing radicals, stereochemistry information, ions,
and zwitterions) of the reference datasets and in the EvoMol
enumeration objectives

Dataset Atoms Total Passing lter 1 Passing lter 2

QM9 W PC9 CNOF 7403 2247 3019
ChEMBL CNOF 7174 7174 7174
ChEMBL CNOFS 9947 9947 9947
GDBChEMBL CNOF 7756 2341 2834
GDBChEMBL CNOFS 9247 2611 3195
GDB11 CNOF 8870 3077 3761
ZINC CNOF 6960 4138 6960
ZINC CNOFS 10 041 5528 10 041
Evo10 CNOF 4648 3527 4648
Evo10 CNOFS 6375 4618 6375

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
scale of the ECFP2 since we just managed to generate half of the
connectivity features of ChEMBL.

Let us now discuss the impact on the chemical diversity of
a posteriori ltering by cyclic features. If we look at the most
common cyclic features of the QM9 dataset, see Fig. 9, we can
immediately notice a very different distribution from those of
ChEMBL where the phenyl group was predominant (see Fig. 5).
Table 1 shows that in terms of the number of molecules,
ltering removes on average around 10% of the molecules
passing the lters. However, if we look at the number of cyclic
features in each of the datasets before and aer the lters, see
Table 4, we can see a drastic reduction in the number of cycles
(column fx compared to column fx W GCFx). The 10% or so of
molecules removed are associated with the majority of the GCF.
The qualitative results on the QED indicated that it was easy for
an evolutionary algorithm to construct exotic tangles of nested
cycles while respecting the connectivity lters. Again, the
correct denition of extensive whitelists can be discussed. But it
should be noted that GCF2 includes all the cyclic features of
hundreds of millions of known compounds. In total, we have
counted 15 431 cyclic features. Two-thirds of them concern
more than 17 atoms. Small molecule datasets will not be able to
represent the topological diversity of ChEMBL and ZINC.

To conclude the study of the chemical diversity passing the
lters, we have calculated the SAscore, CLscore, and RAscore for
all molecules of the Evo10 dataset according to the chosen lter.
In Fig. 10, the comparative distributions between these two
scores for the lters allowing the most compounds to pass, i.e.
lter 2 and GCF2, show a concentrated area around 2.5 to 4.5 in
the SAscore and 2.5 and 4 in the CLscore. A low SAscore should
denote better synthesisability and in the SYBA article, the
authors propose a threshold value of 4.4 in the SAscore above
which the molecule would be too complex to be synthesised.13,23

According to these approaches, the vast majority of Evo10 could
become reality.

In fact, these distributions resemble those of ChEMBL and
ZINC.22 Evo10 only contains connectivity and cyclic features
existing in these datasets while the two scores favour the most
popular environments. Thus, there is a trail of points with
a high CLscore and a low SAscore as expected. A past optimi-
sation of these scores showed us that this corresponds to simple
molecules consisting only of alkyl and aryl environments with
very few cycles.21

The RAscore is a score between 0 and 1 based on a neural
network designed as a pre-screening tool to avoid
Fig. 9 Most common (over 1%) cyclic features in the QM9 W PC9
dataset. Heteroatoms have been converted to C. Legend: percentage
of occurrence of the cyclic features over all cyclic features.
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Table 4 Number of cyclic features (after removing the radicals, zwitterions, ions, stereochemistry information, and duplicates) of the reference
datasets and the EvoMol enumeration. f1 corresponds to the connectivity features passing filter 1 of ChEMBL and f2 corresponds to those passing
filter 2 of ChEMBL and ZINC. GCF1 and GCF2 indicate the cyclic feature filtering based on respectively ChEMBL or ChEMBL and ZINC. Theoretical
maximums have been determined by the size of the cyclic features compared to the HAC limit of the dataset

Dataset Atoms No lters f1 f1 W GCF1
Theoretical
max 1 f2 f2 W GCF2

Theoretical
max 2

QM9 W PC9 CNOF 858 372 162 248 513 280 393
ChEMBL CNOFS 11 013 11 013 11 013 11 013 11 013 11 013 15 431
GDBChEMBL CNOFS 32 268 6110 1070 5255 8806 1640 7493
GDB11 CNOF 6663 1875 469 752 2636 743 1168
ZINC CNOFS 7685 — — 11 013 7685 7685 7685
Evo10 CNOFS — 3063 320 456 4961 582 718

Fig. 10 Compared distributions of the SAscore and CLscore of all
molecules of Evo10 passing the connectivity and cyclic feature filters
of ChEMBL and ZINC (filter 2 and GCF2).
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a retrosynthetic analysis of all generated compounds.17 Values
near 1 should indicate a compound possessing a synthetic
route. The RAscore proportions for all compounds of Evo10 are
reported in Table 5. The vast majority of the compounds in this
dataset have a score greater than or equal to 0.99. The amount
of molecules that the classier considers without any synthetic
Table 5 Proportion of molecules of Evo10 having certain RAscore
thresholds depending on the filter used

RAscore value Passing f1 W GCF1 Passing f2 W GCF2

1.00 19.73% 16.09%
$0.99 80.57% 75.90%
$0.90 89.03% 85.96%
$0.50 97.01% 95.94%
#0.10 0.53% 0.77%

744 | Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747
route is very low, below 1%. To be fair, it should be noted here
that the descriptors used to dene the RAscore in the neural
network are ECFP6 and that it was trained on a portion of
ChEMBL. The two approaches are different but based on similar
descriptors and the reference dataset. It is therefore not very
surprising that the RAscore rates favourably a large proportion
of Evo10.

2.3 Molecular electronic property optimisation

In our previous publications, we have discussed the objective of
the optimisation of molecular electronic properties like frontier
molecular orbital energies.21 The energy of the last occupied
level (HOMO) or the rst empty level (LUMO) is an essential
characteristic for the design of components in organic elec-
tronics for example. Thus, the optimisation of the HOMO
energy is linked to the design of electron donor molecules when
the LUMO is associated with acceptors. In a real application, it
will rather be envisaged to optimise these levels in an energy
range dictated by the other constituents of the device (other
molecules and electrode potentials). The interest here is to
maximise the energy of the HOMO and minimise that of the
LUMO in order to approach the frontier of stable chemistry. A
very good donor or a very good acceptor would probably be quite
unstable and so this problem pushes the evolutionary algo-
rithm to produce unrealistic molecules. Thus, our last objective
is to study the impact of connectivity and cycle lters on the
HOMO energy maximisation and LUMO energy minimisation
problems.

All the compounds listed by EvoMol (Evo10) with a number
of heavy atoms lower than or equal to 8 and respecting the
connectivity lters were optimised in DFT (see computational
details). Out of 38 013 molecules, only 569 generate an error in
molecular mechanics. This may be due to the non-existence of
the HF bond in the force eld, to the fact that the molecule is
not a singlet (O2), but for many other cases, it is due to the
tension between the rings. Indeed, only 25 of those 569 mole-
cules pass the GCF lter based on ChEMBL, and 164 pass the
GCF lter based on ChEMBL and ZINC. In addition, 73 mole-
cules have failed or diverged geometric DFT optimisation and
1335 molecules have a different topology aer optimisation. To
compare the molecular topologies, we have used the rst layer
of the InchI. It is a more robust method than using SMILES due
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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to the conjugated unsaturated bonds that correspond to
different SMILES for equivalent topologies. Of those 1335
molecules, only 115 and 148 pass, respectively, the GCF lters of
ChEMBL or ChEMBL and ZINC. Thus, thanks to the connec-
tivity and cyclic feature ltering it is possible to dene chemical
spaces where less than 1% of the generated molecules could not
be evaluated in DFT. This is a much lower proportion than that
observed during the BOINC computational campaign associ-
ated with the generation of diversity without lters, where the
proportion of failures was rather 66%.29

In Fig. 11, the structural formulae of the ve molecules,
passing lter 1, with the highest possible HOMO energies are
plotted as a function of the number of heavy CNOF atoms
ranging from 1 to 8. This gure is identical when we use lter 2.
It can be seen that nitrogen is the best donor group and
therefore the amino derivatives dominate the list. Anti-aromatic
compounds such as cyclobutadiene are also found. In fact,
a previous optimisation resulted in a top score for tetraamino-
cyclobutadiene.42 This conguration is excluded by the lters,
and the best solution with 8 heavy atoms becomes the derivative
with four alcohol functions. The application of the cyclic lters
eliminates only one compound in this gure, which is the
double square fused with the two amine functions. We will see
that the impact is much greater in the case of the LUMO.
Fig. 11 Top 5 enumerated molecules with the highest HOMO energy
(in eV), respecting filter 1, depending on the CNOF HAC (from 1 up to 8
down).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The dominant chemical functions in molecules with the
lowest LUMO are the carbonyl, nitrile and nitric acid deriva-
tives, see Fig. 12. It is important here to recall that EvoMol does
not currently handle cases with formal charges, which unfor-
tunately excludes nitro compounds. From HAC 4 onwards,
particularly unstable unsaturated rings appear, such as cyclo-
butyne, or unsaturated derivatives of prisman. The optimisation
of the LUMO energy is thus biased by the lack of information on
the ring size in ECFPs. SAscores, CLscores, and RAscores were
calculated for the molecules in Fig. 12. It can be noted that none
of these three scores is able to quickly rule out the set of
molecules with constrained topology. The SAscore does not
penalise small rings. The CLscore presents values lower than 3.3
for known and realistic molecules. The RAscore which could
have been used as a discriminator in principle would eliminate
only one compound (having an RAscore of 0.10). The RAscore
allows the same constrained molecules as our ECFP ltering
even if it is based on ECFP6. Therefore, the contribution of the
ltering by the cyclic features appears to be crucial. Aer
ltering by GCF1, all these fused rings disappear, leaving only
realistic molecules, see Fig. 13. The smallest LUMOmolecule of
HAC 6 to 8 would be mesoxalonitrile. This is followed by tet-
razine, pyrimidine, and carbonyl derivatives.
Fig. 12 Top 5 enumerated molecules with the lowest LUMO energy
(in eV), respecting filter 1, depending on the CNOF HAC (from 1 up to 8
down) with their corresponding energy, SAscore, CLscore, and
RAscore.
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Fig. 13 Top 5 enumerated molecules with the lowest LUMO energy
(in eV), respecting ECFP filter 1 and the GCF1, depending on the CNOF
HAC (from 4 up to 8 down).
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3 Conclusions

When we consider several types of heavy atoms, such as the
simple set of C, N, O, F, and S, a phenomenal amount of
combinations are then possible while respecting the valence
rules. Many of these combinations contain very exotic associa-
tions. It is fairly accepted that scores can be used to select more
realistic molecules and some of these scores are based on
connectivity descriptors such as ECFP4. We present in this work
new descriptors, called generic cyclic features (GCF), to
complete the local information of the ECFP4 with the cyclic
substructures of a molecule. For both ECFP4 and GCF, we have
chosen to limit the possible combinations to those that exist in
two datasets based on real molecules, ChEMBL and ZINC.
These two full datasets encompass 1 156 416 connectivity
features (based on ECFP4). And on a ltered subset (see the
Methodology section) composed of 288 000 000 molecules of
the ChEMBL and ZINC, 15 431 cyclic features were extracted.
With these whitelists, it is possible to evaluate the amount of
features of a molecule belonging to ChEMBL, or ChEMBL and
ZINC. It is not a matter of assessing whether on average
a molecule resembles the most common in these databases, but
whether each piece that constitutes it exists, even rarely. This is
how we have dened a realistic molecule.

We have implemented this approach in our evolutionary
generator EvoMol, but we believe that all generation methods
can benet from these whitelists. The chemical space of real-
istic molecules is much smaller than the set of possible
combinations. It still contains an estimated amount of more
than 1022 molecules with at least 40 heavy atoms. We were able
to enumerate starting from methane more than 676 000 mole-
cules having up to 10 heavy atoms of the set C, N, O, F, and S,
and only having connectivities and cyclic features known in
ChEMBL and ZINC. We were able to navigate through the
746 | Digital Discovery, 2023, 2, 736–747
chemical space of realistic molecules and indeed rediscover all
molecules passing these same lters from the reference data-
sets which are here ChEMBL, ZINC, QM9, PC9, GDB11, and
GDBChEMBL. It cannot be said that all synthesizable molecules
are represented in this set. This is a common limit of whitelist-
based ltering. The list needs to be updated if features that exist
in reality happen to have been overlooked. However, our work is
based on a very large sample of the known chemical space.

It is especially the visualisation of the proposed solutions
aer ltering that convinces us of the relevance of this
approach. The comparison between free optimisation and
optimisation under connectivity constraints shows the obvious
impact on the chemistry of the heteroelements. However, the
lter based on connectivity features still allows for the genera-
tion of nested small cycles with unsaturations that are probably
very unstable. A ltering of the cyclic features further limits the
proposed solutions to visually very interesting molecules.
Optimisations of electronic properties of molecules (HOMO
and LUMO energies) conrm the impact and interest of these
two lters.

This realistic chemical space is a major breakthrough for de
novo generation of optimised molecules in domains where prior
knowledge is too limited for robust deep learning models or
restricted to too few examples and therefore requires an
exploratory approach. In such cases, an evolutionary generator
optimisation can be a good approach now that it can be
restricted to realistic solutions.

Data availability

The code for the molecular generator EvoMol can be found at
https://github.com/jules-leguy/EvoMol. The version of the code
employed for this study is version 1.4.1. The code for the general
cyclic feature scoring program GCF can be found at https://
github.com/BenoitDamota/gcf. Data as JSON dictionaries for
this paper are available as a collection in gshare at https://
doi.org/10.6084/m9.gshare.c.6041117.
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quchempedia.univ-angers.fr/athome/). While no results
published here came from the community, it is the large
failure ratio observed in the DFT calculations during the
collaborative computing effort that paved the ideas of this
article.
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